
    

 
 
 

Blacktop Repair 
No. 8630-10, 8630-15 

 
 
 
Product Description 
Textured acrylic caulking material colored to match 
Blacktop.  Used to fill ¼” to ½” wide cracks in asphalt 
driveways. 
 
Limitations 
Do not apply when temperatures are below 50 °F (10 
°C) or if rain threatens or is predicted within 12 hours. 
 
Sizes: 
QUIKRETE® Acrylic Blacktop Repair is packaged in 
10 fl-oz (296 ml) caulking tubes and 5.5 fl-oz. (163 
ml) squeeze bottles. 
 
Color: 
QUIKRETE® Acrylic Blacktop Repair is black to 
match asphalt surfaces. 
 
TECHNICAL DATA 
QUIKRETE® Acrylic Blacktop Repair is a water-
resistant acrylic formula that stays  
flexible.  It is textured to blend with blacktop surfaces, 
has minimal shrinkage, excellent adhesion, and is 
non-flammable 
 
Directions:  Surface must be clean, dry, free of 
grease, dust, or loose particles.  Remove all loose 
stones and chips from the crack before filling.   
 
(1) Cut tip of spout on angle to make a 1/4" (6 mm) to 
3/8" (9 mm) hole. (2) Use cartridge in  
standard caulking gun.  Apply by pushing cartridge tip 
over surface and forcing bead of Blacktop Repair 
deep into the crack.  Apply no thicker than 3/8" (9 
mm) at a time.  On horizontal surfaces, deep cracks 
can be partially filled with sand prior to application.  
(3) Blacktop Repair can be tooled to smooth the 
surface.  (4) Excess Blacktop Repair can be wiped off 
with a damp cloth.  (5) Wait at least 24 hours before 
painting.  Use latex paints only. Air and surface 
temperature should be above 40°F/4°C for proper 

application.  (6) Do not apply if rain threatens or is 
predicted within 12 hours. 
 

    
 
Caution: May cause eye, skin and respiratory 
irritation.  Avoid contact with eyes, skin and clothing.  
Avoid breathing vapor.  Use only with adequate 
ventilation.  Ingestion may cause irritation. Store 
between 35°F (2oC) and 100°F (38°C). 
 
Warranty 
The QUIKRETE® Companies warrant this product to 
be of merchantable quality when used or applied in 
accordance with the instructions or applied in 
accordance with the instructions herein. The product 
is not warranted as suitable for any purpose or use 
other than the general purpose for which it is 
intended. Liability under this warranty is limited to the 
replacement of its product (as purchased) found to be 
defective, or at the shipping companies’ option, to 
refund the purchase price. In the event of a claim 
under this warranty, notice must be given to The 
QUIKRETE® Companies in writing at Atlanta, GA 
30305. The limited warranty is issued and accepted 
in lieu of all other express warranties and expressly 
excludes liability for consequential damages.

 


